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ABSTRACT: The behavior of quasi-exclusive and inclusive p and J/$J photopro- 
duction, electroproduction and hadroproduction in nuclei are discussed for small and 
large pI. In particular we argue that’ J/S production in ion-ion collisions is likely 
to be suppressed relative to the background lepton pair production, independent of 
whether or not a QCD plasma’ is formed. We point out that previous extractions 
of the J/S inelastic cross section do not actually measure the cross section for the 
interaction of physical J/$‘s with nucleons. 

Submitted to Physics Letters 

In this note wc wdcl like to p&t out some qualitat.ive l)ropcrtic*s of A-dq)c*l~(lt~llt 
effqcts in which QCD color trauqparency ‘v2 plays an inq)ortant role. We &II cout,rast 
iucblsive with exclutiive and quasi-exclusive proc+es, and processes having a bard 
interaction with those involving only soft interactions. Thus, for exgmpl~, WC shall 
explicitly consider production of J/4 particles, at both large and noCmal values of 
F*, by incident beams of photons, hadrons and ions on a general nuclear target, as 
well as J/S production through protonranti-proton annihilation using low euergy anti- 
proton beams incident on a nucleus. Similarly we shall consider electroproduction and 
photoproduction of p-mesons at large and small transverse momenta.,, 

For processes involving hard interactions it is convenient to consider two separate 
time scales, a time of production, Tp and a time of formation of the measured fiual 
state hadron, 7~. We shall generally define these times in a laboratory system having 
the target, nucleon or nucleus, at rest. Tp is the time scale over which the hard 
interaction occurs while 7’ is the time it takes the produced partonic system to reach 
the normal configuration of the wave function of the hadron. If there is no hard 
interaction the distinction between Tp and 7~ is lost. For processes involving a hard 
collision, and at t imes after that hard collision less than 7P, one must deal with the 
partonic system explicitly. Indeed it is only after a t ime 7~ that it makes sense to 
talk of a particular hadron as existing. 

In a reaction where a hnal state hadron, H is measured inclusively one puts no 
restrictions on the final state of the system other than the production of H with a 
particular momentum. In an exclusive reaction one specifies the final state completely. 
fn a quasi-exclusive reaction one does not give a complete specification of the final 
state, but particular constraints are imposed requiring the final state to resemble, 
more or less closely, a particular final state. In our examples we shall sometimes 
require that no particles be produced in a particular momentum region. 

Let us now give estimates’ of 7p and 7” for processes having a hard interaction 
of momentum transfer 9, where the momentum of the measured outgoing relativistic 
hadron H is p. Then 

1 
7p N E + 

The time of formation of H is determiend by requiring that 

Vl7F = ‘H (2) 
where uI is the transverse velocity of a quark (anti-quark) constituent of H  and ra 
is the radius of the hadron. Now 

4 ka 
VI = - 

Eli 
(3) 

with kH the typical momentum of the constituent in the rest system of H while EH 
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is the laboratory energy of If. Equations (2) and (3) give 

7F - %ELI. 
kH 

(4) 



with p FY 360 McV, occurs. t 

In general the A-dependence of H, produced in a process having a hard interaction, 
depends on three factors, 

(i) The interaction of the initial projectile system with different nucleons in the nu- 
cleus before the hard collision. 

(ii) The interaction of the partonic constituents of .H with the nucleus or, if 7~ is 
small enough, the interaction of H itself with the nucleus. 

(iii) The interaction of partonic constituents of H with other quarks and gluons, co- 
moving with the H-system, during times less that 7~. (At t imes much larger than 
7~ aii hadronic matter begins to separate from H.) 

Since the interaction of co-moving partons with the partons which constitute H is 
so important for our considerations we shall take a few paragraphs to expand on the 
physics involved. !’ 

The Effect of Co-Movers 

Hadrons produced at large transverse momentum collisions, AB 4 H + X, are 
described to leading order in l/p: by the quark or giuon fragmentation distributions 

DH& ~21) or DB&P”,)- By QCD factorisation these distributions are process- 
independent and thus independent of effects from the nuclear target or beam.’ Physi- 
cally this is due to the long formation times which, for sufficiently large energies EH, 
leads to hadron formation outside the nucleus. One can also demonstrate nuclear 
independence of fragmentation functions as due to coherent cancellation of inelastic 
processes, such as hard collinear radiation, occurring before and after a soft final 
state interaction with a nucleon in the nucleus. Soft radiation and multiple elastic 
scatterings do occur in the nucleus and can give A, smearing of the produced partons 
and hadrons, but do not affect the inclusive fragmentation functions. This effect is 
discussed for Drell-Y& processes in Ref. 6. 

The inclusive production of heavy quarks from fusion processes, gg + Qo and 
qq -+ 99, is predicted by QCD fact,orization to only depend on the input structure 
functions.’ To leading order in the heavy quark mass all effects due to final state 
interactions are unitary rearrangements of the final state and cannot affect the heavy 
quark production rate. However, when the heavy quark is produced in the beam 
direction it can iuteract strongly with co-moving partons and hadrons, for example the 
forward-moviug spectator partons of the beam hadron or nucleus which have nearly 
the same velocity as the produced Q or o.8 This interaction can strongly modify the 

local ~~~on~e~~hm distribution of the 0 or q relative to the t,rc%c--graph rahl;rt,io~~. A 
QED-inspired model which de noustrates 

I 
this elfect is discussed iu Ilef, 8! 

The interaction of the produced Q and 6 with co-moving hatlrons cau clrarly 
have a severe effect on the production of indiuidunl heavy quark states at low pl. For 
example the coalescence of the charm quark with beam spectators cau iucrease the 
production rate of cq or cqq states at the expense of CE fornlatiou.g 

Strong fiual state interaction effects, such as coalescense, occur most strongly 
when particles have low relative velocity and thus minimum invariant massto (ln the 
case of QED Coulomb interactions, distributions depend on e.) kinematically the 
invariant mass, I@, of a set of particles i = 1,2,. . . n is given by (P) = Pa + P*) 

h!f+Pi 
P+ (‘3 

with Ci kli = Pl and C At = P+. iU8 is minim&i for 

where rn: = k: + m  2. Equation (7) corresponds to particles 1,. . . n having equal 
rapidity. Thus a light quark will interact strongly with a heavy quark if $ N z. 

Photo- and Electroproduction of pme@onr 

We begin by considering a quasi-exclusive C-meson electroproduction at large Q2. 
By quasi-elastic we mean here that the p carries almost all the longitudinal momentum 
of the incident virtual photon, leaving a large rapidity gap between the p and the next 
fastest particle, in the laboratory system. Then if the incident photon has momentum 

q =(mo9%l) w (q- mz,O, O,q), with m  the nucleon mass and z the usual 
Bjorken variable, Tp = + = A, while 7~ w (2 - 3)/m * q with q in GeV. Thus 
at high energy the physical c is invariably formed outside the target, even when the 
target is a large nucleus. Unless z is very small the production of the quark-anti- 
quark pair, which ultimately becomes the p, occurs locally in the nucleus. The (qg) 
system remains small in transverse size as it passes through the nucleus and expands 
to the normal sise of the p far outside the nucleus and far ahead of any of the target 
fragments which may be produced. Thus we would expect minimal deviations from 
an Al-dependence, outside the forward coherent production peak. Small deviations 
might arise from non-additivity effect in the nucleus such as contribute, for example, to 
the usual EMC effects.” If one neglects these, presumably small, effects and attempts 
to extract a pnucleon cross section, URN, by using the standardI eikonal form 

03) 



wit11 n(b, q) the ~qCIc;u &mcily illltl II the radius of the llrlClcl~, ollc sllolllcl hd upN 

to be  very sdl, h(.~rlI4~ Wlli\t, &ses through tile nucleus is [lot a p IBut a !z&paCt, 

color Ileutrd qq  pair w11 rlr Ill+ri!cts very weakly with nuclear matter. I 

Now let us  turn to quasi  xchsive photoproduct ion (dihctiou product iou) or 
p-mesons at small 1)~. III this f ase one  does  not distinguish between 7’ and  TF, and  
the unique scale over which the p  is produced is 7  N p/p2. Again the p  is not formed 
locally in the nucleus, but now there is no  short-distance cross section involved so the 
system which passes over the nucleus, (qQ), (q4 + n  gluonz) . *, is strongly interacting. 
Thus outside of the coherent  product ion peak  at very small momentum transfers, 
pI 6  l/R, we expect  quasi-exclusive events to be  strongly suppressed,  with an  A- 
dependence  closer to Ai than to A’.12 

If one  now allows pI to grow, again in quasi-exclusive photoproduct ion of p’s, a 

hard interaction occurs with ‘i’p  M p/pi and  7~ M p/p2 and,  SO long as p/p w 1, the 
hadronic system which passes over the nucleus is of small size and  interacts weakly. 
An A-dependence close to A’ is expected. There are alternative, and  equivalent, 
ways of defining what is meant  by  quasi-exclusive in this case. One  may require 
absence of a  beam jet or one  may require that the wide angle produced p  not have 
any accompanying high energy particles a long the same direction, that is one  may 
require that the p  form a  jet of a  single particle. 

J/+ Product ion on  Nuclei 

The  product ion of heavy quarkonium states such as J/S in collisions involving 
nuclei can test many fundamental  features of QCD. The simplifying features of such 
react ions is that the underly ing product ion subprocess involves heavy quark pair pro- 
duct ion at small t ransverse distances, rl 5  I/MS. W e  shall d iscuss the nuclear 
dependence  of a  number  of processes ranging from quasi-elastic pp  --) J/S product ion 
on  nuclei to quasi-exclusive and  inclusive photoproduct ion reactions, to fully inclusive 
J/d product ion in nucleus-nucleus collisions. This last process has become especial ly 
interesting recently because df the suggest ion that the attenuation of J/S produc- 
tion in ion-ion collisions relative to’lepton-pair background might provide a  signal 
for quark-gluon plasma formation. I3 W e  shall show here that such attenuation is a  
natural feature of inclusive nuclear react ions independent  of the state of the nuclear 
matter. W e ” also show that the cross section for J/S scattering on  nucleons cannot  
be  extracted from high energy photoproduct ion or hadroproduct ion reactions. 

W e  begin with a  descript ion of .quasi-elastic J/$ photoproduct ion on  a nucleus 
il lustrated in Fig. 1. (We assume that the momentum transfer is sufficiently large that 
coherent  product ion on  the nucleus can be  neglected.) To  leading order in the heavy 
quark mass the photon couples directly to the heavy quark. As discussed earlier the 
product ion time for the CE system, in the target rest frame, is quite short 

7-p 2  j!j$ N 10  CeV-’ = 2/m 
. 

even at p7  N 100  GeV. The formation time required for t,by cc to sc );rrat,cu to a  
transverse size co&parable tolthe radius of the J/# is <j 

Thus even at p7  N 10  GeV the J/$‘state is produced outside the nucleus. Since the 
CE system remains a  color singlet as  it t raverses the nucleus, we expect  small initial 
and  final state interactions; aside from EMC-type deviat ions of the structure function 
one  thus predicts 

+A-+ J/+A*) EA ” 
46  = u(IN-+J/+N’)- ’ (11) 

Let us  contrast this result with the convent ional eikonal analysis. There one  uses 
(8), with U,,N replaced by al/#,,, corresponding to the J/S being created at impact pa-  
rameter b  and  longitudinal coordinate I with respect to the center of the nucleus. This 
formulation assumes that the physical J/g particle is produced immediately after the 
creation of the CE pair. In fact the formation time is so long that what passes through 
the nucleus is not a  normal J/S and  hence the effective cross section, u, extracted 
using (8) has  little to do  with J/4 scattering on  a nucleon. The present photoproduc- 
tion and  hadroproduct ion experiments have not determined the physical J/$-nucleon 
cross secti0n.l’ J/S product ion experiments from SLAC15 (EJ,~ N 20  GeV) and  Fer- 
milab (El,+ up  to about  200  GeV)“O  find 4~ N Aoag5,  close to, but below complete 
additivity. This corresponds to an  extracted cross section, using (S), of about  l-2 mb. 
It is not clear whether there is a  significant energy dependence  of this cross section. 

What  then causea A,f/A < 11  The CE system, at the time of.production, might 
have a  size large enough  to account  for a  cross sewction of about  a  mb. In the 
low energy SLAC experiment the c and  I? might separate enough  to provide some 
(additional) attenuation. At the x-values probed in the present experiments shadowing 
of the initial parton distribution is presumably small. The  remaining possibility is final 
state interactions of the J/S with co-moving spectators. Such interactions, descr ibed 
in some detail earlier, could be  very important in inclusive J/# production, but should 
be  absent  in quasi-exclusive product ion where the requirement of a  large rapidity gap  
eliminates the co-movers. 

The effect of co-movers on  fmal state hadronizat ion clearly will be  negligible if one  
studies J/S product ion at high pI 2  1  - 2  CeV. At high pI we expect  A,f N A’.’ 
except for the possible effect of non-additivity of the input g luon distributions. (Also 
at higher pl the CE system is produced with a  smaller color dipole moment  and  
should interact more weakly with the nuclear matter it passes through on  its way to 
hadronization.) At low pl the coalescence of the c and  z with co-moving quarks and  
gluons could account  for the enhancement  of large ZF charm hadron product ion and  
leading particle correlations at the expense of J/+h product ion and  ot,her channels.  



lel)tou-pair protllict,iou bccau+ bf the increascd deusity of co-iuoviug partoiis from 
the bcwu. 111 contrast to pred’ctious based on the existence of a quark-gluou plasma, 

1 this dq)lctiou should occur wh +.her the target be a proton or a nucleus! We urge that 
heavy iou beall rxpcriuwnts be carried out on hydrogen or light nuclei where plasmas 
are not expected to be formed. In the end it may be that a plasma is more effective 
than normal hadronic matter in depleting J/JI production, but we feel that i/such is 
the case it is a qunntitntiue rather than a qualitatiue difference and hence will be useful 
as a plasma formation signal only when quantitative control over hadronic reactions 
is achieved. 

Color Transparency and J/$ Production in pA Collisions 

Many novel features of QCD, including color transparency, can be studied by mea- 
suring quasi-exclusive J/4 production by anti-protons on a nuclear target. Unlike J/S 
electroproduction this process could provide direct information on the J/$-nucleon 
cross section. We are particularly interested in the quasi-exclusive annihilation pro- 
cess fiA -+ J/$(A - 1)’ where the nucleus, A - 1, is left in a ground or excited state, 
but no extra hadrons are produced. The cross section involves a convolution with the 
distribution of protons in the jnucleus A, C,,,(g), where y = $$ is the Lorentz- 
invariant light-cone fractions of momentum carried by the proton. %his distribution 
can be measured in quasi-exclusive lepton-nucleus scattering u + &(A - 1)‘. 

hr first approximation pp -+ J/S involves qqq + q+j annihilation into three gluons 
as shown in Fig. 2. The transverse momentum integrations are controlled by the charm 
mass scale and thus only the Fock state of the incident anti-proton which contains 
three anti-quarks at small impact separation can annihilate. Since this state has a 
relatively small color dipole moment it should have a longer than usual mean-free 
path in nuclear matter. This is the central idea of “color transparency.” Thus, unlike 
traditional expectations, QCq predicts that the pp annihilation into charmonium is 
not restricted to the front surface of the nucleus. I7 The exact nuclear dependence 
also depends on the formation time for the physical P to couple to the small qq~~ 
configuration, 

7 ‘P --E 
kP 

P’ 

It may be possible to study the effect of finite formation time by varying the beam 
energy, EP, and using the Fermi-motion of the nucleon to stay at the J/$ resonance 
energy. 

Since the J/$ is produced at non-relativistic velocities in this low energy exper- 
iment, the J/J, is formed inside the nucleus. The study of the A-dependence of this 
quasi-exrlusive reaction can thus be used to determine the J/$-nucleon cross section 
at low energies. For a normal hadronic reaction pA -+ HX one expects A,m N Af cor- 
responding to absorption in the initial and final state. In the case of PA -+ J/+kc one 

expects AeR to be rloser to A’ if color trauqmwwy is fully clli*ctivc* autl if n(J/J,, N) 
is small. l 1 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
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Figure 1: A schematic picture of J/$ production in a nucleus indicating with 
he production time, rp, and formation time, 7F, indicated. 

Figure 2: The dominant mechanism for pp exclusive annihilation into J/Q$. 
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